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Abstract 
The computer aided prediction of the effective macroscopic material behavior is a goal of research to benefit 
from the potential of fiber reinforced composite materials. Beside the mechanical characteristic of the material 
components, an extensive knowledge of the mechanical interaction between the components is necessary. To 
get experimental information in this field, a novel semiautomatic measurement system was developed. It is 
able to provide a combination of statistical results on the damage evolution and analytical results to interpret 
the photoelasticity during the measurement process. This measurement system is applied to the single fiber 
fragmentation test. The experimental setup enables the microscopic observation of gradual increasing 
fragmentation of the single embedded fiber and the stress rearrangement at the matrix material at low strain 
rates. To get information on the stress field out of the dynamic image scene without contact, a four image 
phase shifting method is used. This presentation describes the developed measurement system and the test 
setup. Methods to extract characteristic features by applying image processing methods are introduced and the 
former utilization to obtain comparable mechanic values is explained. 
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1. Preparation of the investigation of photoelasticity on loaded single fiber reinforced thermosets 
1.1. Manufacturing of suitable specimen 
The acquisition of optical data of physical effects inside the specimen by using a light transmission method 
puts very high demands on the dimensional accuracy and the surface quality of the specimen to prevent 
unintentional diffraction and diffusion of the transmitted light. In addition, a realistic manufacturing-process 
has to be ensured to guarantee the comparability of the experimental results of the simplified specimen and 
the realistic composite material, which usually has a much more complex inner structure. The manufacturing 
of continuous-fiber reinforced thermosets is usually done in RTM-technology, which fulfills the requirements 
on the shape and surface of the part without an extensive post processing. The single fiber reinforced 
specimen is therefore also made by a simplified RTM-process. The resin is injected into a cavity in a 
rectangular silicone block (figure 1b), which makes the removal of hardened specimen and the reproduction 
of identical moulds very easy. A sample of the specimen shape was cut out of a polished stainless steel plate 
by electric discharge wire cutting to get a high quality preform for silicone mould manufactoring (figure 1a). 
The whole process makes it possible to produce a large number of specimen, which perfectly meets the 
mentioned requirements. The very low roughness of the observed specimen surface of Ra<0,2ȝm enables a 
sharp optical projection of the inner structure of the specimen and a roughness of Ra<0.8ȝm on the light-
parallel surfaces avoids notch-caused stress peaks inside the material. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Manufacturing of specimen: a) preform of steel; b) silicone mould; c) prepared RTM-setup 
The aim is to manufacture a single fiber reinforced specimen with a square cross-sectional area of 4mm2. 
Therefore a modified RTM-setup is necessary. Especially the fixation of only one fiber in the right position 
and without displacement during the injection and the exotherm curing process appeared as an unexpectedly 
difficult problem. We used a pressureless modification of the RTM-procedure, which is presented in figure 1c. 
For the fixation of the fiber in the right position and depth, the silicone moulds are manufactured with notches. 
The fiber is manually inserted into the notches, after it is prepared with weights on the ends. Outside the 
mould, the fiber is put down on a cylindrical part, which is fixed on a steel plate. This simple construction 
aligns the flexible silicone mould and avoids a damage of the fiber caused by a small curvature radius. After 
the middle part of the mould is covered with a glass plate, the whole construction is tilted around the 
transverse axis and the resin is injected with a syringe on the upper end. Driven by the gravity, the resin flows 
slowly through the cavity and fills it without influence on the fiber position. The glass plate ensures to get the 
desired cross-section shape and surface quality. To compensate shrinking, the non-covered region of the 
cavity acts as reservoir of resin. The curing can be done under high pressure inside of a pressure vessel under 
controlled environmental conditions. 
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1.2. Development of a microscopic optical measurement system 
The observation of photoelasticity requires a special arrangement of optical filter plates, which polarize the 
light shining through the specimen. A simple set of polarizers allows a qualitative interpretation of the 
photoelastic effects. For a quantitative analysis it is necessary, to take at least four phase shifted images to 
extract the isochromatic and isoclinic parameters. The application to a dynamic scene (like the SFFT) is only 
useful if a set of phase shifted images can be captured simultaneously. PATTERSON and WANG first 
published the simultaneous capturing of four phase shifted images. On this basis an own compact modular 
measurement system was built (figure 3a). It consists of a single-wavelength light source with polarizer and 
retarder plate and a beam splitter module with filter brackets. The beam splitter module realizes the 
acquisition of four images of the same scene to the four quadrants of the image sensor. In every optical path 
there are two filter plates attached. In combination with the set of polarizer and retarder plate at the light 
source side, these filter sets are configured as proposed by PATTERSON and WANG to produce the four 
differently phase shifted images (figure 2). To be able to observe microscopic scenes, a modular long distance 
microscope objective is added to the described optical system. The optical equipment was developed by “TSO 
Thalheim Spezialoptik GmbH, Pulsnitz”. An extensively improved second version, which is necessary for a 
more precise quantitative evaluation, is still in work. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Four image phase shifting method for the analysation of photoelasticity (proposed by PATTERSON and WANG), 
described on the academic example of the diametral compressed disc 
a) intensity distribution caused by the four different filter sets 
b) consequence for isoclinic parameter ĳ and isochromatic parameter į 
c) calculated intensity distribution of the isochromatic parameter į 
1.3. Configuration of the test-setup to perform optically analyzed quasi-static tensile tests 
The aim to apply a microscopic measurement method to a specimen under controlled quasi static load 
makes it necessary to install the measurement system at a suitable load frame. Especially to perform the single 
fiber fragmentation test, the measurement system has to be installed movable to observe the whole 
measurement length with a small microscopic viewport. This test setup was build as a combination of the 
developed optical measurement system and a load frame “INSTRON 5566”. The relative translation is 
realized as installation of the optical system at an electromechanical driven 3D sliding table. Figure 3b 
presents the typically used hardware setup. The whole system is semi-automatically controlled by a single 
personal computer, which executes one single developed software package to collect all data and generate 
command sets centrally to react on the found situation. 
a)
b) c)
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Fig. 3. Equipment for the realization of optical “live”-measurement at statically loaded specimen 
a) modular arrangement of the first version of the optical measurement system in detail 
b) test setup: load frame with the measurement system installed on the 3D sliding table  
2. Study on the potential of the test setup and measurement system 
2.1. Test configuration and qualitative interpretation of visualized damage information 
The test setup was applied to a series of specimen, made of epoxy resin “L1100”, each with a single 
embedded glass fiber with different diameter and coating under variation of the environmental conditions. 
Every specimen is loaded with a constant strain rate of 0.01 percent per minute, while the measurement 
system continuously captures high resolution images of the scene under successive scanning of the 
measurement length. The photoelasticity at this resolution is used the extract different global information, 
which are for example the stress distribution at the whole measurement length, the influence of the edges of 
the specimen and the distribution and length of the fiber fractures and the fiber fragments. Figure 4 shows 
images of two stages of the described experiment in circularly polarized light, to visualize the global 
information of the damage evolution. The photoelasticity shows stress in the matrix around fiber fractures as 
local minimum of intensity at low load (stage T1) and a symmetric pattern at high load (stage T2). At the 
image under high load, also a necking of the right part of the specimen in combination with a growing crack 
and a fairly diffuse intensity pattern is visible. The high fringe order is a result of the higher local strain rate as 
an effect of the necking at tensile load with a low global strain rate. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Measurement length of a single fiber reinforced specimen at two stages of different load conditions in circularly 
polarized light, automatically scanned and assembled (resulting original spatial resolution: 12MP; intensity quantization: 11bit) 
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The described global observation of the specimen already shows the significant differences of the damage 
evolution in differently prepared specimen, which indicates the strong influence of the fiber material selection 
and the configuration of the manufacturing process and the environmental conditions at the macroscopic 
material behavior of the compound. This gets particularly obvious on a closer look at the interaction of a fiber 
fracture and the surrounding matrix material. Figure 5 shows examples of two different local fracture 
manifestations, which appears immediately with the fracture of the fiber. A weak interface shows a distinct 
debonding, which is visible as intensity pattern with a limited radius along the fiber matrix interface (figure 
5a). Whereas a strong interface is visible as a widely spread  intensity pattern around the fiber fracture, often 
in combination with a visible crack growth transversal to the applied load (figure 5b). In contrast to this 
exemplary situations, often a combination of this phenomena is observable or appears with increasing stress 
and strain. It is assumed, that especially the evolution of this phenomena is responsible for the macroscopic 
material behavior of a multi-fibre compound, because of its influence on the stress redistribution in close 
vicinity to the damaged fiber. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Different damage characteristics near the fiber fracture, visualized in circularly polarized light 
a) debonding of a weak interface; b) crack growth in matrix material transversal to the applied load 
Based on the described phenomena it can be concluded, that the global and local view are able to provide 
different information, which require different extraction techniques. While the local view provides detailed 
information of phenomena at each fiber damage, this information can only be analyzed regarding to the stress 
distribution and damage state gathered from the global view. 
2.2. Analysis of global experimental results 
The acquisition of single images of the loaded specimen in polarized light can be done with the fulfillment 
of moderate technical requirements. Beside this optical information, the data of the load frame is available. In 
the special case of the single fragmentation test it should be mentioned, that the usual exclusive analysis of 
this load frame data does not provide convincing facts on the damage behavior of the compound. The derived 
global stress and strain is comparable to a specimen of pure matrix material (fig. 6a), because of the 
infinitesimal fiber volume fraction. Nevertheless, this data can be used as reference for statistical analysis of 
the damage count and distribution along the measurement length. The optically obtained damage information 
as function of global stress or strain provides expressive information on the damage behavior of the specimen. 
Based on this, the influence of the modified properties of the embedded fiber and the environmental 
conditions is conspicuous. According to the work of KIM, for example the fracture count is treated as 
function of the global strain. This relation appears as S-shaped curve, which represents the slowly increasing 
fracture count on reaching the elongation at break of the fiber and the saturation at the median of the 
minimum fragment length. To be able to compare different specimen, the shape of the curve is abstracted to a 
200ȝm 200ȝm 
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small number of meaningful values (fig. 6b). The meaning of these compound-specific values is actually 
investigated on base of the growing database of experimental results of different compound materials. The 
maximum number of fiber damages nmax at fragmentation saturation seams to be an indicator for the ability of 
the fiber-matrix-interface to transfer load from the stressed matrix material to the fiber fragment. The turning 
point and gradient of the S-shaped curve seams to be significant compound-specific values, but can not be 
securely mapped to one or more damage criteria at the moment.  
 
 
Fig. 6. a) Typical stress-strain-curve of pure matrix and single fibre reinforced specimen at low constant strain rate 
b) Fracture count as function of global strain and values as abstracted description of the s-shaped curve 
2.3. Extended interpretation based on the phenomena in the vicinity of the fiber gap 
The complex intensity distribution in polarized light and the significant necking of the specimen under higher 
load (figure 4) indicates an inhomogeneous distortion and stress at the specimen, which emphasizes the need 
to integrate local mechanical information, provided by the novel measurement system, into the analysis. In 
comparison to the global view, the diversity of additionally available information makes it possible to assess 
every fiber fracture independently, what leads to a reliable estimation of different damage manifestations and 
a minimization of inaccuracy of the whole conclusion. Beside the local information about stress and strain, the 
local geometry can be analyzed in detail. This information is directly measureable, but it has to be considered, 
which information is projected with the transmitted light. Especially the common exclusive geometrical 
measurement of the debonding length and the gap opening is simple, but insecure. While there are edges 
detectable at the images, their meaning has to be clarified. In example of the debonding length, the boundary 
of the debonded area should theoretically be a transition region between pure friction and an intact molecular 
interaction, but usually a sharp edge is visible at the intensity distribution of this image area. The novel 
implementation of the combined local measurement of the geometry and the local stress and strain 
measurement at the fiber matrix interface increases the reliability of such results. Therefore a quantification of 
the three-dimensional stress information, based on the measured isoclinic and isochromatic parameter, is 
aspired and is a subject of the current work. 
first fiber fracture
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3. Conclusion 
The first application of the developed measurement system to the manufactured specimen shows a great 
potential of the system to extract and analyze information about the damage evolution in single fiber 
reinforced thermosets. The acquired conclusion about the macroscopic material behavior and the influence of 
the selection of the material components, the manufacturing process and the environmental conditions enables 
a simplified configuration and evaluation of new composite materials. This exemplary experimental 
investigation of different specimen types reveals that a characteristic influence of the modified parameters 
exists and the quantification can be implemented to use and expand the knowledge on these effects. Beside the 
automatic application of the intensively studied global interpretation methods, the presented measurement 
system provides the added value of a local analysis of the fiber gap and the surrounding matrix material. The 
automatic execution also guaranties the repeatability and reduces the influence of the operator. Because of the 
diverse measureable information and influencing factors, an extensive experience is essential and has to be 
generated and recorded. This is a major deficit of the system. In the current state of development, the system 
enables the generation and identification of characteristic and composite-specific experimental results, but the 
derivation of the macroscopic material behavior of unknown composites seams to be impossible until enough 
knowledge is generated on base of a huge number of experimental results of different well known single fiber 
composite materials. 
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